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Benign changes ranging from atrophy and inflammation to high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia

(HGPIN) are common findings on prostate core needle biopsies. Although atrophy and inflammation may be

precursors of prostate cancer, only HGPIN is currently recommended to be included in surgical pathology

reports. To determine whether these benign findings increase prostate cancer risk, we conducted a case–

control study nested within a historical cohort of 6692 men with a benign prostate specimen collected between

1990 and 2002. The analytic sample included 574 case–control pairs comprised of cases diagnosed with

prostate cancer a minimum of 1 year after cohort entry and controls matched to cases on date and age at cohort

entry, race, and type of specimen. The initial benign specimen was reviewed for presence of HGPIN, atrophy

(simple, lobular, and partial) and inflammation (glandular and/or stromal). HGPIN significantly increased risk for

prostate cancer (odds ratio (OR)¼ 2.00; 95% confidence interval (CI)¼ 1.25–3.20). Inflammation within the

stromal compartment was associated with decreased risk (OR¼ 0.66; CI¼ 0.52–0.84), and diffuse stromal

inflammation of severe grade had the strongest inverse association with risk (OR¼ 0.21; CI¼ 0.07–0.62). In a

model adjusted for prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level at cohort entry and inflammation, simple atrophy was

associated with a 33% increased prostate cancer risk that was marginally significant (P¼ 0.03). Clinicians

should consider patterns and extent of inflammation when managing high-risk patients with negative biopsy

results. Identifying benign inflammatory processes that underlie high PSA levels would help to reduce the

number of unnecessary repeated prostate biopsies.
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Benign changes ranging from atrophy and inflamma-
tion to prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia are com-
mon findings on prostate needle core biopsies.1–4 Of
these, only high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neo-
plasia (HGPIN) is routinely recorded on pathologic
reports because of its well-known association with
prostate cancer.5–7 One study reports that 77% of

urologists consider the presence of HGPIN in the
absence of cancer to be an indication for subsequent
rebiopsy,8 and the need for rebiopsy after benign
biopsy with evidence of HGPIN has been suggested
by several pathology-based studies.9–11

The observation that foci of prostatic carcinoma
and HGPIN are often associated with foci of simple
atrophy has led to the suggestion that atrophy may
be involved in the initiation of prostate cancer.12,13

McNeal14 used the term ‘post-inflammatory atrophy’
to characterize the association of simple atrophy
with chronic inflammation. De Marzo et al15,16

introduced the term ‘proliferative inflammatory
atrophy’ for such lesions and suggested that
they may be precursors to HGPIN and cancer.
This nomenclature implies that inflammation is
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the cause of atrophy; however, foci of simple
atrophy demonstrate a high proliferation index
when compared with normal prostatic epithelium
even in the absence of inflammation.17–19

Despite the biologic plausibility of proliferative
inflammatory atrophy being a precursor of carcinoma,
the majority of evidence for this theory comes from
the proximity of such lesions to cancer in prostatect-
omy specimens.12,13 While focal atrophy has been
considered a feature of the aging prostate gland,1 such
changes were found in as many as 70% of young
individuals,4,20 with incidence ranging from 88 to
100% in older individuals.1,2,4,21 Given the high
frequency of atrophy, and the tendency of both
HGPIN and atrophy to locate in the peripheral zone
of the prostate, the relationship between proliferative
inflammatory atrophy and cancer may be circum-
stantial.

Likewise, inflammation is often histologically
apparent in the examination of prostate specimens
from older men. The cause of chronic prostatic
inflammation as well as its putative role in carcino-
genesis remain unclear.22 Previous studies have
found both positive23 and negative24 associations
between inflammation and incidence of prostate
cancer. The positive correlation between inflamma-
tion and circulating prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
levels25–27 strengthens the biologic plausibility of an
inflammation–cancer link, but also confounds stu-
dies aimed at determining whether an association
exists between the two. In patients with a negative
biopsy performed due to elevated PSA, either
undetected cancer or subclinical prostatitis (if histo-
logic evidence of inflammation is present) may serve
as plausible explanations for the high PSA level.
Improving the characterization of the types of
inflammation that indicate a benign process vs an
early stage cancer remains a challenge.

Atrophy and inflammation are the most frequent
benign prostate biopsy findings, and may be pre-
cursors of prostate cancer. But what—if any—risk is
associated with these benign lesions has not been
well established. To date, our work represents the
largest case–control study in an ethnically diverse
population to examine whether benign prostate
lesions are risk factors for prostate cancer.

Materials and methods

Study Sample

After obtaining appropriate approval from the Henry
Ford Health System Institutional Review Board, we
identified a historical cohort of 6692 men with a
benign prostate specimen collected by needle core
biopsy or transurethral resection of the prostate
between January 1990 and December 2002. Within
this cohort, a nested case–control sample was
assembled. Eligibility criteria included a recorded
PSA level within a year of cohort entry and no
history of a previous prostate cancer diagnosis. ‘Date

of cohort entry’ was defined as the date of initial
benign prostate biopsy; ‘date of case diagnosis’ was
the date of first cancer-positive tissue specimen or the
date a clinician first reported a clinical diagnosis of
prostate cancer. Patients diagnosed with prostate
cancer o1 year from date of initial biopsy were
ineligible for the study. We identified 808 potentially
eligible cases diagnosed with prostate cancer before
July 2007.

Incidence density sampling was used to select
controls with replacement from all cohort members
at risk at the time of case occurrence. Controls were
randomly selected from among those cohort mem-
bers who were free of prostate cancer at a follow-up
duration greater than or equal to the time between
cohort entry and diagnosis of the matched case.
Matching criteria included age at entry into cohort
(±2 years), date of entry into cohort (±2 years), race
(African American or White), and type of specimen
(biopsy or transurethral resection). We were able to
match 802 of 808 potentially eligible cases. Further
review reduced the final analytic sample to 574
case–control pairs. Exclusions were primarily due to
problems with tissue blocks (n¼ 126; 55%), includ-
ing lack of analyzable prostate tissue, wrong speci-
men type, or missing specimens. Other exclusions
included absence of a PSA test within 1 year of
cohort entry (n¼ 37; 16%) and evidence of malig-
nancy (n¼ 29; 13%) after a second pathologic
review of specimens initially characterized as
benign. Further medical record review found earlier
benign specimens (outside the cohort window) that
made 12 (5%) pairs ineligible. The remaining pairs
(n¼ 24; 10%) were excluded for reasons related to
incomplete records at the time of cohort entry or
diagnosis.

Pathologic Review

All benign tissue specimens were evaluated for the
presence of cancer, HGPIN, atrophy, and inflamma-
tion by a single genitourinary pathologist (ONK)
blinded to disease progression. HGPIN was defined
using criteria defined by McNeal and Bostwick;
all HGPIN lesions shared similar characteristic
cytological features regardless of the pattern of
presentation.5,6,28 Differentiation between ambigu-
ous high- or low-grade PIN was made on the basis of
mitotic activity as proposed by Epstein and Netto.29

Atrophy was categorized following the system
developed by De Marzo et al1 (simple atrophy;
post-atrophic hyperplasia; simple atrophy—cyst
formation; partial atrophy; Figure 1). The location
(acinar, periacinar, stromal) and grade (mild, mod-
erate, severe) of inflammation was assessed
according to the criteria proposed by Nickel et al3

(Figure 2). For cases with varying intensity of
inflammatory infiltrate, the highest grade was re-
corded. The extent of HGPIN, atrophy, and inflamma-
tion was scored as focal (o10% of specimen),
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multifocal (10–50% of specimen), or diffuse (450%
of specimen). Specimens with evidence of non-
reported malignancy were reviewed by a second
pathologist (DAC) before exclusion from the sample.

Statistical Analysis

Conditional logistic regression analyses were used
to estimate odds ratios (ORs) for prostate cancer
incidence during follow-up. Individual matching
controlled for age, race, and specimen type. Initial
univariate models assessed associations between
prostate cancer incidence and the following: pre-
sence of HGPIN; presence of any atrophy and
subtypes of atrophy; and presence of any inflamma-
tion and inflammation by location, by grade, and by
extent. Next, multivariable models were fitted to
include variables for PSA level at benign biopsy,
presence of HGPIN, presence of any atrophy, and
presence of any inflammation. Subsequent multi-
variable models considered the presence of subtypes
of atrophy and inflammation by location, by grade,
and by extent. Lastly, a series of stratified multi-
variable models were fit to include variables for PSA
level at benign biopsy, presence of HGPIN, and
presence of stromal atrophy, with models stratified
on age (based on median age at cohort entry), race,
median time to diagnosis, and median date of cohort
entry. Comparisons between the stratified models
were assessed using a conditional logistic regression
model that included interaction terms with the
stratified variable.

Results

Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical char-
acteristics of the study sample that comprised 574
matched case–control pairs. Most benign specimens
analyzed were needle core biopsies (94%). Cases
were 40%African American with an average age of 66
years at cohort entry. Date of cohort entry ranged from
1990 to 2002; the median date of cohort entry was
February 1995 for cases and March 1995 for controls.
By design, cases were diagnosed with cancer at least
1 year post-cohort entry; the median time to cancer
diagnosis was 4 years, with some cases diagnosed up
to 15 years after cohort entry. Cases had a significantly
higher PSA level at the time of cohort entry, higher
PSA velocity from the time of cohort entry to
diagnosis or to control matching, and averaged two
more PSA tests within this time period. The majority
of cases were diagnosed with stage 1 (39%) and 2
(52%) tumors. Approximately 30% of cases had
advanced tumor grade, defined as either Gleason
score 7 with a primary grade 4, or 8 and above.

The prevalence of HGPIN, focal atrophy, and
inflammation in the initial benign prostate samples
of both cases and controls was examined first
(Table 2). Presence of HGPIN was associated with a
twofold increased risk for prostate cancer
(OR¼ 2.00; 95% confidence interval (CI)¼ 1.25–
3.20). Simple atrophy and post-atrophic hyperplasia
were both found more frequently in case samples,
but neither was significantly associated with case
status. Likewise, the presence of any atrophy was
associated with a 24% increased risk for prostate

Figure 1 (a) Simple atrophy in needle biopsy core. Note presence
of diffuse stromal, periglandular, and glandular inflammation.
Glandular inflammation was consistently associated with atrophic
acini and ducts. (b) Simple atrophy continuous with partial
atrophy. (c) Simple atrophy partially involving the prostatic acinus.
Inflammation was not present in foci where simple atrophy
involved only part of the acinus or duct.
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cancer, but the results were not statistically sig-
nificant (P¼ 0.07).

The association between presence, location, grade,
and extent of inflammation with risk of prostate
cancer is shown in Table 3. The presence of any
inflammation was associated with a statistically
significant decreased risk for prostate cancer
(OR¼ 0.65; CI¼ 0.51–0.84). This association was
confined to inflammation within the stromal com-
partment (OR¼ 0.66; CI¼ 0.52–0.84); inflammation
in glandular or periglandular regions was not
associated with cancer risk. Grade and extent of
inflammation was inversely associated with risk. For
example, moderate (OR¼ 0.55) and severe inflamma-
tion (OR¼ 0.63) were more strongly inversely asso-
ciated with prostate cancer than mild inflammation
(OR¼ 0.70). Likewise, diffuse inflammation
(OR¼ 0.40) had a stronger inverse association with
prostate cancer than either focal (OR¼ 0.68) or
multifocal inflammation (OR¼ 0.65).

Conversely, a positive correlation was observed
between PSA level and presence of inflammation

(Figures 3a–c). The presence of any inflammation
was strongly associated with higher PSA in both
cases and controls (Figure 3a). With the exception of
glandular inflammation in controls, PSA levels were
higher in the presence of inflammation irrespective of
location. While the grade of inflammation did not
correlate with PSA levels (Figure 3b), extent of
inflammation—particularly in cases—was associated
with increasing PSA levels (Figure 3c).

Next, a series of multivariable models were fit to
determine the independent effects of atrophy and
inflammation on prostate cancer risk (Table 4). These
models included PSA levels and presence of HGPIN
at cohort entry, both strongly associated with cancer
risk. In the initial model, subtypes of atrophy and
inflammation were compressed into two variables:
presence of atrophy and presence of inflammation.
As previously observed in the univariate analyses,
presence of any inflammation had a strong inverse
association with prostate cancer risk (Po0.001),
whereas atrophy was associated with an B30%
increased risk (P¼ 0.04). When subtypes of atrophy

Figure 2 (a) Diffuse severe stromal inflammation. Periglandular and stromal inflammation was associated with foci of simple atrophy,
particularly when consecutive acini and ducts were involved. (b) Focus of severe stromal inflammation (higher magnification). Note the
distance between the inflammatory aggregate and surrounding atrophic acini. (c) Severe periglandular inflammation. (d) Glandular
inflammation in the atrophic gland. Note the presence of intraluminal and intraepithelial inflammatory cells.
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were modeled; only simple atrophy was signifi-
cantly associated with risk (OR¼ 1.32; CI¼ 1.02–
1.67). Modeling the loci of inflammation (stromal,
glandular, or periglandular) as separate variables
and adjusting for PSA, HGPIN, and atrophy, the
results were comparable to the univariate
analyses, with stromal inflammation showing a
strong inverse association with prostate cancer risk
(Po0.001).

Finally, we also examined the joint effects of PSA
and inflammation on prostate cancer risk. The
interaction OR of PSA and presence of any inflam-
mation was o1 (OR¼ 0.86; P¼ 0.0001) and highly
statistically significant, indicative of an antagonistic
effect between the two variables with regard to
prostate cancer risk. For example, at a PSA level
of 10 ng/ml, the OR for inflammation was 0.33
(CI¼ 0.22–0.50), whereas at a PSA level of 4 ng/ml,

the OR associated with inflammation was 0.77
(CI¼ 0.58–1.03). The interaction OR for PSA and
stromal inflammation was also o1 (OR¼ 0.95;
P¼ 0.051), but only marginally statistically signifi-
cant, suggesting that PSA levels were less of an
effect modifier for this risk variable.

To further investigate this relationship between
stromal inflammation and decreased prostate cancer
risk, a model was created to include additional
variables for combined extent and grade of stromal
inflammation (Table 5). There was a general down-
ward trend of ORs with combinations of increased
extent and grade of inflammation. Men with diffuse
and severe stromal inflammation had the lowest risk
of prostate cancer compared with men without
stromal inflammation (OR¼ 0.20; CI¼ 0.07–0.60).

Table 6 shows results of analyses for the effects of
HGPIN, stromal inflammation, and simple atrophy

Table 1 Characteristics of analytic sample at baseline (574 matched pairs)

Variable Response Cases Controls P-value

Racea White 345 (60%) —
African American 229 (40%) —

Age at cohort entry (years)a 65.6±7.5 65.6±7.5
Median date of 1st benign specimena 02/23/1995 03/01/1995
Median time to case diagnosis (years) 3.98 —
Specimen typea,b Biopsy 540 (94%) —

TURP 34 (6%) —
Serum PSA at cohort entry (ng/ml) 7.8±7.4 5.7±5.5 o0.001
Serum PSA at time of case diagnosis (ng/ml)c 26.9±174.6 5.8±7.8 o0.001
PSA velocityd 7.5±94.3 �0.06±2.4 o0.001
Number of PSA tests from cohort entry to
diagnosis date

8.7±5.3 6.7±5.1 o0.001

Tumor stagee 1 224 (39%) —
2 301 (52%) —
3 41 (7%) —
4 6 (1%) —

Gleason gradee r6 258 (45%) —
7 (3+4) 116 (22%) —
7 (4+3) 52 (10%) —
8–10 103 (20%) —
Tumor foci too
small to grade

37 (6%) —

a
Matching variable.

b
TURP¼ transurethral resection of the prostate.

c
Cases¼PSA level r1 year before diagnosis; controls¼PSA level r1 year before reference date (limited to 463 case–control pairs with complete
PSA data).
d
PSAvalues a minimum of 6 months apart were considered in this calculation. Multiple velocities were used to calculate mean PSAvelocity per

person. PSA velocity¼ [psa(t)–psa(t–1)]/[year] where ‘year’ is the number of years between time (t) and time (t–1). Calculations were limited to
518 pairs with sufficient PSA data.
e
Two cases (0.3%) were missing tumor stage data. Eight cases (1.4%) were missing tumor grade data.

Table 2 Prevalence of HGPIN and focal atrophy in cases and matched controls (574 pairs)

Variable Controls Cases OR 95% CI P-value

HGPIN 30 (5.2%) 56 (9.8%) 2.00 1.25–3.20 0.004
Simple atrophy 234 (40.8%) 260 (45.3%) 1.20 0.95–1.51 0.13
Post-atrophic hyperplasia 7 (1.2%) 12 (2.1%) 1.83 0.68–4.96 0.23
Simple atrophy—cyst formation 109 (19.0%) 103 (17.9%) 0.92 0.66–1.28 0.62
Partial atrophy 13 (2.3%) 12 (2.1%) 0.92 0.42–2.02 0.84
Any atrophy 297 (51.7%) 327 (57.0%) 1.24 0.98–1.57 0.07
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across strata of age, race, time, and tumor grade.
There was a suggestion of HGPIN being more
strongly associated with prostate cancer risk in
younger men (OR¼ 2.89 vs 1.89), but differences
between age strata were not statistically significant
(P¼ 0.5). The risk associated with HGPIN was
stronger for cancer diagnosed 1–4 years after cohort
entry than for cancer diagnosed 44 years after
cohort entry. Risk of prostate cancer was also
significantly greater (P¼ 0.03) for men with HGPIN
who entered the cohort later (after March 1995) vs
earlier. Further investigation of the relationship
between time of cohort entry, time to diagnosis,
and HGPIN revealed a potential synergistic effect.
HGPIN was associated with a sevenfold increase in
risk (OR¼ 7.33; CI¼ 1.98–27.15) in men who en-
tered the cohort late and who had cancer diagnosed
1–4 years after cohort entry, whereas for men who
entered the cohort early and who had cancer
diagnosed Z4 years after entry, HGPIN had no effect
on prostate cancer risk (OR¼ 0.63; CI¼ 0.24–1.64).
No notable differences in effect estimates for either
HGPIN or stromal inflammation were observed
between the race and tumor grade strata.

Discussion

This study confirms previously reported associa-
tions of HGPIN with increased risk of subsequent
prostate cancer diagnosis.5–7 In this nested cohort,
the presence of HGPIN was associated with a
twofold increased risk for prostate cancer. Overall,
prostate cancer was diagnosed in 65% (56/86) of
patients with HGPIN present in their initial benign
prostate specimen, the majority being diagnosed
within 4 years of follow-up. While Davidson et al30

reported a relative risk of 14.93 for prostate cancer
associated with HGPIN, that study included only 3
years of follow-up, with most cases diagnosed in the
first year. Subsequent studies have estimated a
twofold to fourfold increase in risk for prostate

cancer following a diagnosis of HGPIN.31–33 In the
present study, the prostate cancer risk associated
with the presence of HGPIN was strongest for cancer
diagnosed 1–4 years after cohort entry (OR¼ 5.68;
CI¼ 2.18–13.71), with the risk for HGPIN also
greater in the subset who entered the cohort after
March 1995 (OR¼ 3.62; CI¼ 1.73–7.56). Interest-
ingly, analyzing case–control pairs that fell into
both of these two subsets (those diagnosed 1–4 years
after cohort entry and entering the cohort after
March 1995) resulted in an even greater cancer risk
associated with HGPIN (OR¼ 7.33; CI¼ 1.98–27.15,
not shown in Table). These results suggest that
cancer arising from HGPIN does so in a short time
period and that current intensive screening prac-

Figure 3 (a) Estimated mean PSA levels (ng/ml) and 95%
confidence intervals by presence of inflammation and case/control
status. (b) Estimated mean PSA levels (ng/ml) and 95% confidence
intervals by inflammation grade and case/control status. (c)
Estimated mean PSA levels (ng/ml) and 95% confidence intervals
by inflammation extent and case/control status.

Table 3 Prevalence of inflammation in cases and matched
controls at baseline (574 pairs)

Variable Controls Cases OR 95% CI

Inflammation present 370 (65%) 315 (55%) 0.65 0.51–0.84
Glandular inflammation 98 (17%) 101 (18%) 1.04 0.76–1.44
Periglandular inflammation 227 (40%) 208 (36%) 0.86 0.67–1.10
Stromal inflammation 298 (52%) 242 (42%) 0.66 0.52–0.84

Grade of inflammation
None 204 (36%) 259 (45%) Ref Ref
Mild 203 (35%) 182 (32%) 0.70 0.53–0.92
Moderate 77 (13%) 57 (10%) 0.55 0.36–0.82
Severe 90 (16%) 76 (13%) 0.63 0.43–0.92

Extent of inflammation
None 204 (36%) 259 (45%) Ref Ref
Focal 223 (39%) 195 (34%) 0.68 0.52–0.89
Multifocal 125 (22%) 108 (19%) 0.65 0.46–0.91
Diffuse 22 (4%) 12 (2%) 0.39 0.18–0.86
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tices (reflected best in the later half of our cohort)
may further accentuate this process. Evidence from
a large cohort study exists that extent of HGPIN on
biopsy is a strong risk factor for subsequent prostate
cancer diagnosis in men with an initial benign
biopsy.32,33 In our study, we did not extensively
examine all benign samples of each study partici-
pant, but rather representative tissue samples. In
these samples, over 90% of the HGPIN-positive
samples had focal HGPIN, which precluded any
meaningful analysis of extent of HGPIN as a prostate
cancer risk factor.

The relationship between atrophy and prostate
cancer is less straightforward. Over the last two
decades, speculation has arisen that atrophy and
inflammation may be harbingers of prostate carci-
nogenesis.12,13,16,22,34 Foci of simple atrophy can be
adjacent to or intermixed with cancer (Figure 4), and
while proliferative inflammatory atrophy may have
a role in prostate carcinogenesis, neither atrophy
in areas of cancer nor cancer itself are associated
with any type of inflammation. In this study, simple
atrophy was associated with 20–30% increased
risk for prostate cancer that attained statistical
significance after adjusting for presence of HGPIN

and PSA at baseline. Only two studies have pros-
pectively tested the association between atrophic
lesions on biopsy and a subsequent prostate cancer
diagnosis. The prevalence of simple atrophy (43%)
in the present study was similar to that reported by
Asimakopoulos et al35 in 351 benign biopsy speci-
mens. In 202 randomly selected cases from the
European Randomized Study of Screening for Pros-

Table 4 Multivariable models estimating independent effects of HGPIN, atrophy, and inflammation on prostate cancer risk (n¼574
pairs)

Initial model ‘Type of atrophy’ model ‘Type of inflammation’ model

OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value

PSA (ng/ml) 1.08 (1.05–1.11) o0.001 1.08 (1.05–1.11) o0.001 1.08 (1.05–1.11) o0.001
HGPIN 2.33 (1.41–3.83) 0.001 2.30 (1.39–3.80) 0.001 2.23 (1.36–3.67) 0.002
Presence of atrophy 1.30 (1.02–1.67) 0.04 1.28 (1.00–1.64) 0.05
Simple atrophy 1.33 (1.03–1.70) 0.03
Post-atrophic hyperplasia 2.03 (0.68–6.04) 0.20
Partial atrophy 0.92 (0.39–2.15) 0.84
Presence of inflammation 0.59 (0.46–0.77) o0.001 0.59 (0.45–0.77) o0.001
Stromal inflammation 0.63 (0.49–0.83) o0.001
Glandular inflammation 1.12 (0.76–1.67) 0.57
Periglandular inflammation 0.93 (0.68–1.27) 0.65

Table 5 Modeling effect of extent and grade of stromal
inflammation on prostate cancer risk (574 pairs)a

Extent Grade OR (95%CI) P-value

Focal Mild 0.68 (0.48–0.95) 0.02
Moderate 0.56 (0.29–1.08) 0.08
Severe 0.68 (0.37–1.25) 0.21

Multifocal Mild 0.75 (0.44–1.27) 0.29
Moderate 0.48 (0.26–0.89) 0.02
Severe 0.79 (0.47–1.33) 0.38

Diffuse Mildb NA NA
Moderate 0.38 (0.11–1.36) 0.14
Severe 0.20 (0.07–0.60) 0.004

a
Model adjusted for PSA and presence of HGPIN.

b
There were no individuals in this category.

Table 6 Stratified multivariable model estimating effects of
HGPIN, stromal inflammation, and simple atrophy on prostate
cancer risk (574 pairs)a

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Ageb Age o66.2 years
(n¼ 281 pairs)

Age Z66.2 years
(n¼ 293 pairs)

HGPIN 2.84 (1.32–6.12) 1.89 (0.98–3.64)
Stromal inflammation 0.61 (0.42–0.88) 0.63 (0.44–0.91)
Simple atrophy 1.29 (0.90–1.86) 1.26 (0.89–1.77)

Race White
(n¼ 345 pairs)

African American
(n¼ 229 pairs)

HGPIN 2.47 (1.28–4.79) 2.09 (0.97–4.52)
Stromal inflammation 0.69 (0.50–0.96) 0.54 (0.36–0.82)
Simple atrophy 1.16 (0.84–1.59) 1.43 (0.96–2.13)

Time to diagnosisc o3.98 years
(n¼ 287 pairs)

Z3.98 years
(n¼ 287 pairs)

HGPIN 5.68 (2.18–13.71) 1.23 (0.65–2.33)
Stromal inflammation 0.72 (0.50–1.03) 0.57 (0.39–0.82)
Simple atrophy 1.14 (0.79–1.64) 1.41 (1.00–1.99)

Date of cohort entryd Before March 1995
(n¼ 287 pairs)

March 1995 or later
(n¼ 287 pairs)

HGPIN 1.34 (0.66–2.73) 3.62 (1.73–7.56)
Stromal inflammation 0.65 (0.45–0.94) 0.62 (0.43–0.88)
Simple atrophy 1.23 (0.87–1.74) 1.30 (0.90–1.86)

Gleason gradee Non-advanced
(n¼ 410 pairs)

Advanced
(n¼ 155 pairs)

HGPIN 2.31 (1.29–4.15) 2.26 (0.85–6.00)
Stromal inflammation 0.66 (0.49–0.88) 0.57 (0.34–0.94)
Simple atrophy 1.37 (1.02–1.83) 1.15 (0.71–1.87)

a
All models adjusted for PSA at date of cohort entry.

b
Stratified on median age¼ 66.2.

c
Stratified on median time to diagnosis.

d
Stratified on median date of entry into the cohort.

e
Advanced grade¼ total Gleason 7 (4+3) or Z8.
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tate Cancer, Postma et al4 found that neither the
subtype nor extent of atrophy was significantly
associated with a subsequent diagnosis of prostate
cancer. Other cross-sectional reports generally fail to
find a definitive association between atrophy and
prostate cancer.2,21,36 Our results suggest that patients
with atrophy observed in a benign prostate biopsy
are at a modestly increased risk for prostate cancer
and therefore may warrant more vigilant follow-up.

Like atrophy, the relationship between inflamma-
tion and prostate cancer remains unclear.15 Previous
studies have generally investigated the relationship
of inflammation with atrophy or with PSA. For
example, MacLennan et al23 used a pathology
database to investigate the role of inflammation;
while they showed a much higher incidence of
prostate cancer at 5 years of follow-up in cases
with chronic inflammation at initial biopsy, case
ascertainment issues and modest sample size limit
inference from their findings. Wolters et al37 ana-
lyzed HGPIN and inflammation in 121 patients who
had benign prostate biopsies followed by rebiopsy 4

years later; neither was predictive of cancer risk.
Terakawa et al24 reported that inflammation is more
often observed in benign prostatic disease; in a
cross-sectional study of 143 consecutive patients,
absence of chronic inflammation in the prostate was
associated with a threefold increased risk for
prostate cancer.

In our study, inflammation—specifically stromal
inflammation—was associated with a decreased risk
of prostate cancer. This finding remained after
adjustment for PSA levels at cohort entry and
presence of HGPIN, and became stronger with
increasing extent of inflammation. It is unclear
whether this apparent protective effect reflects a
biological process or a selection bias due to the
association between inflammation and PSA. Inflam-
mation is associated with elevated serum PSA
levels, which brings patients to urologists’ attention
and increases the likelihood of biopsy and thus,
entrance into a screened cohort.26,27 If inflammation-
associated increase in PSA does not reflect a
carcinogenic process, the presence of inflammation
will select men into the cohort who are at average or
perhaps slightly elevated risk of prostate cancer.
Thus, when these men with inflammation are
compared with the other high risk men in the
cohort, they will appear to have a lower incidence of
prostate cancer during follow-up. This is probably
best illustrated in the negative interaction OR we
found between inflammation and PSA, which
suggests that inflammation is only a protective
factor for prostate cancer at high PSA levels. That
is, men with high PSA and inflammation are at
lower risk for prostate cancer than men with high
PSA and no inflammation.

The findings of our study may not be general-
izable to all men. By definition, cohort members
were candidates for surgical prostate interventions,
and therefore cannot be considered representative of
all men in the same age and race demographic. We
excluded patients diagnosed with cancer within a
year after cohort entry to minimize the chance of
undetected prostate cancer. Nonetheless, based on
the age range of our cohort and the high prevalence
of undiagnosed prostate cancer in older men,38 some
men in our cohort likely had synchronous prostate
cancer that was missed on initial biopsy. Since cohort
members were followed for up to 15 years, we were
able to make long-term estimates of risk that are less
likely to be biased by contamination of the cohort
with undiagnosed prostate cancer.39 Our study
matched on several factors that allowed us to control
for temporal changes in prostate screening and
detection that occurred between 1990 and 2007.
The age distribution of our study population was
comparable with typical age of prostate cancer
diagnosed in the United States during this time.40

Cases tended to have tumors of more advanced stage
and grade than might be observed in a random
series, again reflecting how the initial cohort was
ascertained. Despite the inherent shortcomings of a

Figure 4 (a) Gland with simple atrophy surrounded by prostate
cancer. (b) Intraductal spread of prostate cancer. Note atrophic
native epithelium at the periphery of the duct and markedly
enlarged and pleomorphic nuclei of intraductal carcinoma.
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retrospective cohort design, embedding the cohort
within a single health system permitted efficient
sampling and complete incident case detection.
This allowed accurate estimation of temporal asso-
ciations between benign lesions of the prostate and
subsequent risk of cancer. In summary, our study
cohort is likely to reflect the risk profiles of men
who have been biopsied and found to have benign
conditions but remain under medical surveillance.

In summary, our results suggest that simple atro-
phy may modestly increase risk of prostate cancer
whereas presence of stromal inflammation signifi-
cantly decreases risk. Moreover, characterizing the
type and extent of inflammation may explain the
main cause of elevated PSA in patients with nega-
tive prostate biopsy. Such characterization would
aid in the clinical management of these patients, by
reducing the number of unnecessary repeated pro-
state biopsies.
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